We show that a quantum phase transition can occur in a phonon system in the presence of dislocations. Due to the competing nature between the topological protection of the dislocation and anharmonicity, phonons can reach a quantum critical point at a frequency determined by dislocation density and the anharmonic constant, at zero temperature. In the symmetry-broken phase, a novel phonon state is developed with a dynamically-induced dipole field. We carry out a renormalization group analysis and show that the phonon critical behavior differs wildly from any electronic system. In particular, at the critical point, a single phonon mode dominates the density of states and develops an exotic logarithmic divergence in thermal conductivity. This phonon quantum criticality provides a completely new avenue to tailor phonon transport at the single-mode level without using phononic crystals.
Quantum criticality underlies many unique properties observed in complex quantum systems. Notably, it can promote the emergence of new phases at the onset of a quantum phase transition (QPT) [1] , which results from competing ground states separated by a critical value of a non-thermal order parameter, such as pressure or magnetic field strength [2] . QPTs have been extensively investigated, both experimentally and theoretically, in a host of strongly correlated electron systems, prominently in heavy fermion compounds [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and high-temperature superconductors [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, despite scattered reports of QPTs in Bosonic systems such as liquid helium [18] , trapped ultracold atoms [19] , and photons [20] , a comparable study of quantum criticality in phonon systems remains absent, even with the prevalence of phononmediated processes and interactions in materials.
In this Letter, we show that phonon systems can exhibit quantum critical phenomena which may be harnessed to evoke novel phonon states with wildly different transport properties compared to conventional phonon systems, and with scaling behavior that is quite distinct from any electronic system. In particular, since phonons typically coexist with impurities and extended defects in a rich interacting environment, we consider competing interactions between phonons and dislocations as a mechanism for emergence of a phonon quantum critical point at 0K. Moreover, a phonon QPT offers an entirely new way to tune phonon transport by allowing a single phonon mode to dominate the density of states. This is significant because the broadband nature of phonons poses a considerable challenge for controllable phonon transport. Recent efforts have focused on using nanostructured phononic crystals to control phonon transport * ripablo@mit.edu † mingda@mit.edu by engineering the phonon bandstructure [21, 22] but require complex artificial structures and are effective only in the sub-THz range. Our work proposes an alternate route to tune phonon transport which may remedy these existing issues, and on a fundamental level may lead to the discovery of exotic phonon phases.
When phonons and dislocations coexist in a crystal, their interaction results in phonon scattering by both the static strain field of the dislocation [23, 24] and dynamic vibration of the dislocation line [25] , see Fig. 1 . We adopt the recently developed quantized dislocation formalism [26, 27] to facilitate the study of phonon-dislocation interaction using a functional integral approach. Considering only the phonon component that couples to a dislocation, the non-interacting phonon action in terms of the arXiv:1809.06495v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 18 Sep 2018 phonon displacement field φ is given by
where ω n = 2πn/β are the Bosonic Matsubara frequencies with β ≡ 1/T , φ nk = φ * nk = φ −n−k is the conjugate field, and ω k is the phonon dispersion relation. Similarly, the part of the dislocation action that couples with a phonon can be written as [27] 
which is subject to a boundary condition lim kz→0 d k ≡ d s0 = √ βC s originating from the topological nature of the dislocation, in which s is the wavevector perpendicular to the dislocation direction, C s depends on intrinsic parameters of the dislocation defined in Ref. [27] , and Ω k is the dispersion relation of a dynamic vibrating dislocation.
To compute the third-order (anharmonic) phonondislocation interaction, we consider the total lattice displacement u tot = u dis +u ph as a sum over the phonon u ph and dislocation u dis contributions. We approximate the phonon-dislocation anharmoninc interaction by its dominant contribution H anh ∼ u dis u 2 ph , corresponding to the most common scenario, in which one incoming phonon is scattered into another through a single dislocation. This anharmonic Hamiltonian can then be rewritten in action form as
where
is a composite operator of phonon fields φ, and A k is the phonon-dislocation anharmonic coupling strength. The n dis prefactor originates from an independent dislocation assumption, where one dislocation is present in a system of dimension L, and thus gives the dislocation density n dis = 1/L 2 . The total phonon effective action S[φ] can then be defined as
where the constraints of the boundary condition from Eq. 2 have been imposed by using the Faddeev-Popov method [28] . Integrating over the dislocation degrees of freedom, we have
To clearly see the quantum phase transition, without loss of generality we keep the leading contribution of the quadratic term, namely
where a dynamic coupling constant ∆ is introduced, arising from the particular form of the classical dislocationphonon scattering amplitude C s and hence from the topological definition of the dislocation. The quartic term can further be encapsulated into an effective anharmonic coupling constant g:
where g 4 is the four-phonon anharmonic constant without dislocations. Notably, the phonon effective action, Eq. 5, is then simplified as
with
where D is the space dimensionality. From Eq. 8, we obtain the non-interacting momentumspace propagator
from which we immediately see the existence of a quantum critical point at zero temperature (ω n = 0), where the critical phonon frequency ω c at the mean-field level can be expressed as
At ω k = ω c , the divergence of the propagator in Eq. 10 confirms the existence of quantum criticality. Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the two phonon phases, separated by the critical point ω c . The symmetric phase has φ = 0, corresponding to conventional phonons; after the phase transition, a new phonon phase with broken symmetry is developed with φ = 0, indicating the existence of net lattice displacement and the corresponding dynamically-induced dipole field, which is generally observed only in ferroelectric materials [29] .
To explore the critical behavior beyond the mean field level, we employ the momentum shell renormalization group (RG) analysis, in which we split the field appearing in Eq. 8 such that φ nk = φ and φ f nk contains the fast momenta Λ/b < |k| < Λ. The ultraviolet (UV) cutoff is denoted by Λ, which can be approximated by a hypersphere of radius Λ ≈ π/a with a being the short length-scale cutoff.
The RG calculation proceeds by integrating out the fast modes residing in the momentum shell Λ/b ≤ |k| < Λ, which results in a renormalized phonon effective action for the slow modes φ s nk . In the following rescaling step, the UV cutoff for the slow-mode effective action Λ/b is restored to its original value Λ by rescaling the fields and momenta, giving rise to RG equations for the dynamic coupling strength ∆ and the anharmonic coupling constant g. In this work, we compute the RG equations up to one-loop order; in addition, in the interaction action
, we keep only the φ 2,f φ 2,s term since it is the only one contributing to the one-loop RG analysis [30] . The relevant diagrams appearing in the renormalization of the coupling parameters ∆ and g are shown in Fig. 2 . The first graph in Fig. 2 renormalizes the quadratic term of φ s and hence renormalizes ∆, while the second graph in Fig. 2 renormalizes the quartic term in φ s and hence renormalizes g. The internal lines are evaluated using the non-interacting propagator D 0 (k, ω n ) in Eq. 10. Collecting terms in this manner, we obtain the renormalized phonon effective action in terms of φ s :
with coefficients
The coefficients K 1 and K 2 can be calculated using the standard Matsubara summation method [31] .
We now can immediately implement the rescaling step of the RG analysis to obtain the RG flow of the coupling constants. Taking into account the scaling dictated by
+y φ φ(R, τ ), and transforming back to the original cutoff, we obtain the following RG flow equations:
where A and B are coefficients which can be written as
Here, n B (a) = 1/(e βa − 1) is the Bose distribution function, and S D−1 denotes the area of a (D − 1)-sphere. In defining the flow equations, we assumed a generic phonon dispersion ω k = c|k| z0 . For example, for acoustic phonons, ω k = c|k| with z 0 = 1, while for optical phonons, we have ω k = c with z 0 = 0. Therefore, Eq. 15 is suited for all types of phonons. Although the scaling equations are valid at any temperature, we consider two limits: a low temperature regime close to the quantum limit, which occurs near zero temperature and is dominated by the quantum fluctuations, and a high temperature regime where thermal fluctuations prevail over quantum fluctuations [32] .
To analyze the RG equations given in Eq. 14, we concentrate on the three-dimensional case (D = 3) for z 0 = 0, 1, 2 in the low and high temperature limits for which the RG flows are depicted in Fig. 3 . Since the RG flow is computed at fixed Λ, we have conveniently set Λ = 1 and will henceforth measure all lengths in units of Λ −1 . We obtain a trivial fixed point g * = ∆ * = 0, representing the conventional phonon phase, and a non-trivial, critical fixed point g * c = (z 0 −D)/B, ∆ * c = Ag * c /(2−2z 0 ), representing the exotic phonon state. The divergence of ∆ c at z 0 = 1 indicates single-parameter scaling controlled solely by g for acoustic phonons. For all three cases of z 0 , the temperature dependence of the fixed points is shown in the left column of Fig. 3 . As temperature increases, the Gaussian fixed points (blue dots) remain invariant while the quantum critical points (red dots) gradually approach the Gaussian fixed points, indicating negligible quantum fluctuations and a diminished quantum critical phase at elevated temperatures.
At all temperatures, there is an antisymmetry of the RG flow with respect to the ∆ axis (Fig. 3) . This is natural since the sign change of the coupling constant g → −g can be compensated by a phase shift of the field φ → φe iπ . Hence, it is sufficient to consider only the upper half-plane, g ≥ 0. For optical phonons (z 0 = 0), β in Eq. 14 does not flow, hence the temperature is kept constant in the RG flow. The analysis of stability shows that the fixed point at g * = ∆ * = 0 (blue dot) is stable against thermal fluctuations, while the fixed point at g c = (z 0 − D)/B (red dot) is unstable, as displayed in Fig. 3a . In addition, we observe ∆ c > 0 for optical phonons. Since ∆ c can be traced back to the scattering amplitude C s , the condition ∆ c > 0 suggests that the QPT can take place when the dislocation scattering does not cause a large phase shift (> π) between incident and outgoing phonons, which is easily achieveable.
For acoustic phonons (z 0 = 1) (see Fig. 3b ), both the Gaussian and critical fixed points evolve into two straight "fixed lines" controlled solely by g, and the usual stability of the Gaussian fixed point remains. On the contrary, the critical fixed line at g c is unstable. In particular, when g < g c , the system will be driven into the stable phase at g * = 0; conversely, when g > g c , the RG flow will be driven to g → ∞, suggesting both the necessity to incorporate higher-order correction [33] , and the possibility of other novel phonon phases beyond the oneloop correction. As for the quadratic case z 0 = 2, since z 0 − 1 > 0, according to Eq. 14, the Gaussian fixed point (g * , ∆ * ) now becomes critical, while the non-trivial fixed point (g * c , ∆ * c ) becomes unstable, as displayed in Fig. 3c . Overall, the co-existence of multiple phonon branches enables the possible realization of multiple phononic critical points in one system, which is extremely rare in an electronic system.
To understand the influence of phonon quantum criticality on thermodynamic properties, we notice that the Green's function D 0 (R, τ ) can be written in terms of Eq. 10 as
From this point forward, we focus only on acoustic phonons since they dominate the thermal transport. Under the dilute-dislocation limit, we have ω k −n dis ∆/ω k ≈ ω k = c|k| where c is the sound velocity. At short range, we further expect the dominant contribution in the Fourier transform of Eq. 16 to come from the regime |k · R| ≈ 1, so we assume |k| >> T . Consequently, we have
Therefore, in the critical regime, where the correlation function exhibits power-law behavior with a nonuniversal exponent η, our theory predicts η = 2 even at mean field level. This is in sharp contrast to the conventional ferromagnetic φ 4 theory, which has η = 0 [34] . Following the standard definition of specific heat [34] , we obtain the frequency-dependent specific heat
where the critical exponent α = 1 for acoustic phonons. This is also different from an conventional φ 4 theory with mean field α = 0.
The lattice thermal conductivity can be written as [35] 
This leads to highly exotic observable effects. In particular, the thermal conductivity k shows a logarithmic divergence near the critical point, determined by a critical frequency.
In this work, we demonstrated the existence of phonon quantum criticality driven by the competition between the intrinsic topology of a dislocation and the extrinsic inelastic phonon-dislocation anharmonic scattering. At 0K, we found a simple expression of the critical point ω c = √ n dis ∆. The resulted symmetry-broken phonon phase has a dynamically induced dipole field, and can be preserved at finite temperature as long as quantum fluctuations dominate thermal fluctuations. The scaling behavior is distinct from an electronic system, as the RG flow of coupling constants is highly dependent on the phonon dispersion. The resulting novel quantum critical phase raises a more general question, whether other exotic material phases can emerge as a result of competition between topological protection and a topologybreaking mechanism (here, inelastic scattering). Moreover, the dynamically-induced dipole field and phonon softening may be used to quantify defect-density in semiconductors with high precision [36] . Most importantly, at the critical point, one single phonon frequency dominates the density of states and thereby resembles a fermionic system by forming a "fermi-surface-like" structure in a bosonic system. Possible observation of this effect, such as in a defective noble-gas solid with strong quantum fluctuations, may have huge impact for thermal transport by converting the broad-band phonon -a purely bosonic system -into a narrow-band one.
